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transformation
Every fall, LaGrange College’s new students arrive ready to embrace their transformations despite not knowing
the depth, degree, and difficulty of those transformations. We envision ourselves coming in one way, struggling
through four years to be made anew, and then graduating with a sweet sense of resolution.
But like a butterfly in a cocoon, we know that the view from outside is nothing like the one from within.
Transformation is an uncomfortable and messy ordeal, unconcerned with beginnings and ends. The breakthroughs
and failures in between those beginnings and ends are the transformational moments.
Meanwhile, the college also transforms. We are shocked to see new buildings, new professors, new core
requirements, and ever-expanding enrollment. We take for granted the idea that the campus is home and forget to
consider its metamorphoses alongside our own.
This semester, The Hilltop News sought stories on personal, institutional, and social transformations, particularly
as they apply to the LaGrange College experience. You will read about interstellar rock music, fake news, and
one student’s journey to Peru. You will discover LaGrange College’s efforts to address complex issues like mental
health and poverty through its academic programming. You will also read two exemplary pieces of writing from
our first-year writing courses.
In the end, this volume of student writing, reporting, and thinking captures the best of LaGrange College.
Ours is a campus where students and faculty work together to transform one another, their learning, and their
surrounding communities. And those transformations are almost always for the better.
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The Hilltop News always seeks talented writers, editors, photographers, and creative
individuals of all stripes. Students who have contributed to The Hilltop News have graduated
to advanced study in journalism, law, and communications at prestigious programs including
Mercer University’s Walter F. Johnson School of Law, the Philip Merrill College of Journalism at
the University of Maryland, and the University of Georgia, among others.
In addition to its annual special print issue, The Hilltop News publishes articles biweekly on
its web site. To read our archives, for submission guidelines, and for contact information, visit
LCHilltopNews.org.

The Life and Trials of John A. Tures
On the wall by Dr. John Tures’s office door is a timeline of his presence at LaGrange College. The
collage starts in 2001 and moves in uneven paces to the present with campus flyers, academic
articles, and news printouts. Because he is a Professor of Political Science, the wall follows an
arc of issues over time, jumping from “Obama, Romney, and the Economy,” campus gun control,
and H.B. 87 to “Will Cruz-Fiorina Work?” and “Georgia Politics and the Confederate Flag.”
Because he is an aggressive networker, it features past appearances by Georgia Secretary of
State Karen Handle, Senator Johnny Isakson, and LaGrange Police Chief Lou Dekmar. Because
he is a devoted educator, it includes LaGrange alum Ternisha Miles ’03 and Morgan Shields ’10
alongside student-led research papers entitled “John Wesley, Harry Potter and Terrorism” and
“Taken 2 Modern Slavery: Can Economic and Political Freedom Curb Human Trafficking?”
And because he is a father, only his children’s artwork adorns the door itself.
Tures studied at Trinity University in Texas for his bachelor’s degree in communications and
political science, moved on to Marquette University in Wisconsin for his master’s, and finished
with his Ph.D. at Florida State University. He has also worked at Evidence-Based Research (a
company in Washington D.C.) and taught at Delaware University. But skimming his resume does
little to reveal how he came to plant his feet so firmly in LaGrange.
“A lot of it starts with my grandfather,” Dr. Tures says. “He was on the first ship that made it
through the Strait of Gibraltar [in World War II].”
His grandfather sparked Dr. Tures’s interest in political science during their long weekends
together in Detroit, though that spark wouldn’t catch until his undergraduate studies. Before
that, he was destined for the medical field, working in hospitals during the summers of his
adolescence to appease his father, a medical doctor. But, instead, Dr. Tures saw an ad calling for
high school sports reporters in the El Paso Herald News and turned to journalism.
“I jumped on the bus, typed up a pre-Windows resume of sorts, and contacted the people for an
interview. They were impressed that this 15-year-old kid would have the audacity to go on down
and do it. But I got the job, they hired me. And they could tell I was very good with numbers,
so after a year of covering high school sports I was in charge of not only covering one game but
doing all the numbers for everybody else.”
Young John’s passion for journalism did not die out. He approached Trinity University with no
intentions other than his education. When asked on a campus tour “Don’t you want to see our
dining facilities?” he replied, “Well, as long as you have ‘em, I’m fine. I want to see what the
computer lab that I’m going to be typing in
looks like.”

Writer
Erin Missroon

He didn’t choose to attend Trinity University
without first considering the “huge journalism
factory” that is the University of Texas at
Austin. He remembers, “My dorm was going
to have its own zip code, and that is not an
exaggeration. Buford Chester Hall: secondlargest dorm in the world at the time. I would
have been swallowed up. 			
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What I found is that the small college, once I
told them what I wanted, gave me all the stuff
I needed. I felt that as a student you’re more
valued at a small college. [The big colleges]
kept talking about ‘You’ll take all these weedout courses.’ What’s our weed-out course here
at LaGrange?”
This ideal of accessible education is obvious
to many students who work with Dr. Tures.
Rarely will you catch him before or after
a class period without at least one student
chatting him up, and even rarer is the moment
when he’s not chatting up someone else about
their research ideas, career goals, or weekend
plans. His policy regarding all who come to his
classroom is easily summarized: “You take one
class with me and get involved with a research
paper, you’re still my student,” he says.
As a communications major at Trinity, Dr.
Tures was required to have a minor so he
could “know what to report about.” Here, he
stumbled upon childhood memories of his
grandfather and the war tales he told. What
kept him enthralled in political science courses
was the discussion, and he found himself well
able to negotiate party lines, despite being a
College Republican in such “liberal classes.”
He “wound up liking political science as
much as, if not more than, Communications,”
and, after packing his schedule and squeezing
in one final night class, he double-majored in
the field he would come to teach. Perhaps this
explains why he so vigilantly “does everything
[he] can to encourage people to double major
or minor,” not just drawing others in to
political science but also supporting his majors
in their ventures to other departments. He
makes it a habit to do so himself.
“I would like to know—and not just my program but all programs—what are our students
doing? I got an email today asking ‘What’s
Wesley Dismuke doing because the President
wants to talk about him before a council’ And
I was happy to provide that research because I
keep up on that with the students,” he says.
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“And I don’t just know about political science students,” Tures continues. “There was a
math major, and I told him ‘Ask your professors about George Langford, top-notch math
student, President of the Chess Club, football
player, N.C. State University math Ph.D.’ So
it’s not just my students. I want to know about
all students.”
After graduating, he wrote full-time at USAA,
being shuffled from employee communications
to light marketing to member communications
and back. To distinguish himself he sought his
master’s degree at Marquette University, then
moved to be reunited with his sweetheart and
future wife in Texas. While there, he worked
for the Thrifty Nickle, although his calling
would not be writing classified ads but receiving his doctorate at Florida State. There, he
discovered the joy of research, and not just any
kind, but collaborative research.
“At Florida State, the graduate students work
closely with the professors. We’d work on
research together, have outings together, we’d
all go to Seminole games together and have
presentations and collaborate on research.
That’s what it was like at Florida State; I
thought it was like that everywhere.”
He would study in a different atmosphere
at Delaware State University, where “there’s
a huge separation between professor,
grad student, and undergrad” more like
a “caste system” that less suited his style.
After receiving his doctorate, he worked in
Washington, D.C. for Evidence Based Research
(EBR) which would “contract out for a lot of
government agencies… some you’ve never
heard of.” From here, his research ambitions
turned into something more.
“A lot of the times, I’d work with the
research assistants. We’d be working on
projects all stuck [because of traffic]. A lot of
them wanted to go on to grad school because
they were smart undergrads: American
University, Emory, Duke. So I would have
sort of informal classes and teach them what
I was doing. They would do all the research-

level stuff, and I would do the stats [during
the day]. Afterwards they’d say, ‘Tell us
what to do about that stats stuff,’ so we’d
have informal classes. I’d walk them through
every step, and they loved that.”
Later, John would follow up with his
coworkers: “I was so proud to see that all
of them took whatever crazy lecture I was
giving about stuff, and they were able to do
everything right.”
The momentum of this excitement would
carry him toward professing at LaGrange
College, a little school in a small town, but
not without some strange circumstances.
“[When I] decided to come on down, nothing
worked. The water fountain [in the hall] wasn’t
working. Some hurricane came over, so I got
poured on in the rain. The AC was off for the
summer. Most of the professors were gone. I
met Joe Cafaro—he was swimming laps, and
Tracy Lightcap introduced me and he popped
up with his goggles on. It was the craziest trip
I’d ever been on. Met the President, he was the
youngest college president of all of America—
Stuart Gulley. I don’t know what it was, but
there was something about it that said, ‘Yes, go
here.’”
Even stranger was the coincidence that, not
more than a month after he relocated from
D.C. to LaGrange, September 11th of 2001
would pass. Because he was still under contract at EBR, “it seemed like every other week
[he] was either flying back to D.C. or giving a
presentation across West Georgia.

Everyone wanted a briefing: ‘Hey, they hired a
new International Relations professor. Get him
to tell us.’”
After these duties settled, however, John
returned his full attention to teaching, and
in 2002 his class published a joint research
paper in American Diplomacy about partisan
spending on U.S. military operations. This
collaborative project would be the first of
many. Remembering his quasi-classroom at
EBR, he would begin to develop his approach
to formal professing.
“There are a lot of students who could use
some help, so I think, ‘What can I do? Can
I teach you something that you can use beyond these walls? Can I get you excited about
politics? Can we work together on a research
project, which will be more interesting than a
lecture that you can use on a resume?’ That’s
what motivates me.”
And it’s not just for his sake that he includes
research in all of his classes. One course
administered a survey for the Big Brothers
and Sisters program. Another did research for
DASH, the Dependable Affordable Sustainable
Housing program, to find out what people
were looking for in a new housing project.
For both the community and the students,
these efforts have a long-term impact beyond
finals. According to Dr. Tures, “It really helped
the students on the job market, too. They could
write it up in their resume. Then they can go
on and do some of the stuff like we did in class
afterwards.”
In his office, a senior teetering towards
graduation, I now had a chance to digest some
more advice: “Find something that you can
pick up, something that you value and can
take to another area.”

Dr. John Tures’s grandfather sparked John’s interest in political science.

In other words, take a little piece of what you
like from LaGrange and see if you can change
something.

The Fake News Phenomenon
Thirty years ago, everybody
took in their news from the same
sources. Today, however, there is an
overabundance of different media
outlets. In television, physical
newspapers, and the Internet, which
news outlets you tune into
—and which ones you tune out—
have a major influence on your
opinions.
It is therefore important to get an
inside look at how college students
view fake news. Because fake news
could very well be influencing the
future of our country.

Hunter Norris is a freshman football player
from LaGrange College. He defines fake news
as “news that is published for the sole purpose
of garnering attention through clicks on an
article.” According to Norris, “A lot of media
outlets, especially on the Internet, will put
out a false story just because they know its
headline will get clicks.”
Norris is unsure if the fake news phenomenon
has changed the way he takes in his news. He
says, “I am just quicker to dismiss an article if
it is absolutely outrageous.”
Myron Winn is a freshman at Georgia Southern
University. According to Winn, “Fake news is
obviously news that is false, but I would also
define fake news as an article or story that is
extremely biased.” He continues, “Sometimes
the story that is being reported may be true,
but the truth is stretched so far that it is no
longer factual and should be deemed fake
news.”

“

it’s pretty clear
this is all political.

“

Winn was also asked if the fake news epidemic
had changed the way he took in his news, he
replied, “Yes, unfortunately it has. I now have
to be very cautious when reading the news.”
He continued, “After I read an article from
one source, I immediately look for the same
story on another news site to make sure the
information is identical.”

Trevor Ball
Writer

Kristina Querejeta is a freshman from The
University of West Georgia. Querejeta seemed
the most confident with her definition of fake
news. According to Querejeta, “Fake news
is whenever a news network delivers false
information with the intent of persuading
the readers to agree with their opinions.”
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Querejeta sees fake news as strictly political.
She continued, “It’s pretty clear this is all
political. Fake news wasn’t even a topic of
discussion until the 2016 election.”
Querejeta was also asked if she has
changed the way she absorbs her news,
she answered, “Before I read any article I
immediately check their sources. If their
sources are faulty, or they don’t have any
sources at all, I just look for the same story
on a more reliable news site.”
Lindsey Lowry is a Cornerstone professor
and Access Services Librarian at the Lewis
Library here at LaGrange College. Professor
Lowry has done extensive research on fake
news. According to Lowry, “There is a
difference between fake news and biased
news. The problem with bias news is people
tend to gravitate more to the news source
that leans more towards their own belief.
However, just because it is biased, doesn’t
mean it is fake.”
Professor Lowry said, “Someone may find
an article that is biased, but it directly lines
up with their beliefs. They then share the
article on their social media pages and
people on the other side of their argument
will label the article fake news.”
Fortunately, it seems that most college
students are fully aware of the fake news
phenomenon and are taking precautions
to avoid it. It is a relief to see that college
students are smart enough to identify when
something is outrageous and false. But if
we don’t make any changes soon, college
students may not be able to brush off fake
news as well as we are able to today.
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Where Two Rivers Meet
Just last year, my parents freed each other of their longtime grievances when they legitimized
their divorce. The quarreling that had possessed our suburban home in Roswell, Georgia, finally
met its end as my sister’s high school graduation approached. She had grown callous, but stayed
true to form: an eager, hopeful learner of the musical. My brother, the eldest of our tribe of three,
sought discovery, packing his weather-beaten CR-V with every shirt he owned and a stack of
music theory books. He was headed anywhere. At midnight, told me of a reoccurring dream
over the phone, “California calls.”

Diego Torres
Writer

The story of my parents’ union is one of an American dream gone awry, yet unbroken. They had
married young and took to the unknown in pursuit of more— more hope, more opportunity,
more growth. But once the court stamped on their split, my mother moved back to Lima, Peru,
to reexamine herself in the culture she most closely identified with. My dad, too, longed for
his home in Iquitos, Peru, but had pressing business in the States that he couldn’t set aside.
Eventually, however, it was time for us to pay Mama a visit. Peru called my family, begging for
our immersion in her culture. As I embarked on this journey, I was fixated on finding out about
my parents.
***
When my sister wasn’t listening to her music, she’d pass the time on this seven-hour flight with
inquiry. “How do you spell ‘turbulence’?”
I showed her on a napkin, “T-U-R-B-U-L-E-N-C-E,” and minutes after, she experienced the
word’s meaning for the longest fifteen minutes of her adolescent life. The ‘fasten seat belt’ signs
came on, and in an instant, the plane plunged some twenty feet (a customary tactic) for clearer
weather. The voice of the pilot didn’t do much to subdue our fear. Instead, it elicited more panic.
Amid the violence of the plane’s counter-course, a flight attendant leaped onto my father’s lap.
The moment would’ve been somewhat romantic, but it was a bit soon to be picturing my father
comforting women at any altitude.
Once the plane’s trajectory smoothed out, my sister’s head rested on my shoulder. I opened my
copy of Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas and awaited our safe landing in Lima.
Once we arrived at the International Airport of Jorge Chavez, after a prolonged clearing at customs, a horde with Peruvian faces like mine greeted us with open arms and wide smiles. Tears,
too, as our mother embraced us for the first time in five months.
“Como les extrañe,” my mother, overwhelmed, said to me. [How I’ve missed you three]
My cousins grabbed our bags. My father was going straight to his hometown and had two hours
to kill before his next flight, so we said our goodbyes, knowing we were going to see him soon.
***

A moto-taxi shields its passengers from the fourth consecutive
day of rain outside of a pharmacy in Iquitos, Peru

Our living arrangements in Lima came down to two options: my grandparents’ or my Tía
Rosana’s home, where two of our cousins lived. My brother and I decided to stay at our aunt’s
house. The infrastructures of Peruvian homes are elaborate at first glance. Much like Florida
homes, the sturdy walls are made of a cement mix that feels like gravel. Along the outside walls,
black fencelike stakes align the top of the perimeter. Street crime is prevalent in Peru’s urban
areas. The Overseas Security Advisory Council says Peru has one of the highest reported crime
rates in Latin America, with violent crime steadily on the rise.

Where Two Rivers Meet
In addition, if the people aren’t trying to kill
you, the land potentially could. Geographically,
the country is situated along the Nazca
and South American tectonic plates, right
where the coast is. Periodic earthquakes are
commonplace and have hardened my relatives
to natural disaster over the years. These
earthquakes brought about tales of chaos: an
old man running down the street in his boxers
and children jumping from rooves into pools.
Once situated, our relatives asked us what
we wanted to do first. Like many PeruvianAmericans before me, we chose to eat. I longed
for authentic lomo saltado, a dish consisting
of sliced, marinated steak, sautéed red onions,
plum tomatoes, fluffy white rice, and crisp
French fries. Little did I know, my brother had
his crosshairs set on his own dish:
“Tía, you have to take us for some ceviche.”
Arguably the most renowned dish associated
with Peruvian culture, ceviche is not for
the foodie who will not consume critters of
the sea. The dish is a concoction of raw fish
(traditionally tilapia, fluke, or flounder),
shrimp, red onions, choclo (Peruvian corn),
finely chopped cilantro, and, the most
important ingredient, lime juice. This dish is
unique in that the enzymes and acidity of the
lime juice actually “cook” the raw pieces of
fish. After the ingredients marinate in the lime
juice, you can add aji amarillo to add some
spice, as many Peruvians customarily do.
The chef will recommend a side order of fried
yucca or plantains to neutralize the lime juice.
“I know a place that specializes in both,” Tía
said.
The illustrious Parque Kennedy is a vibrant
area at the center of Miraflores, one of Lima’s
main districts. It is filled with outdoor
amphitheaters for performers, street vendors
of Peru’s culinary boom, and displays of
works from young painters.

Latin American journalist Javier Puente
describes Parque Kennedy as “the point of
convergence of both Limeños [people from
Lima] and travelers alike, and arguably the
forefront of modern Lima… with an array
of restaurants, cafes, shops, and about every
other thing the capital of Peru could offer you”
(Puente). After our meals, we walked among
the old roads, wandering about in the park
and making sense of wondrous graffiti murals.
People danced in the streets.
“This city is a canvas,” my brother said.
***
The following week, we visited my father’s
hometown. Iquitos is located at the head of
the Amazon basin and cannot be reached
by road, only by boat or plane. It is a jungle
metropolis with characteristics as unique
as the surrounding wildlife. If you want to
get about, chances are you’ll have to take
a motorized tricycle, the popular choice of
transportation. An abundance of these altered
motorbikes traveled about the square, taking
locals and travelers here and there. Stray dogs
ran rampant looking for food, then laid in the
heat. Though the city has been neglected by
Peru’s political leaders, the ardent spirit of the
grand Amazon river endures, resonating in the
shoeless children running up and down alleys.
As promised, our old man sought a boat
trip down the Amazon where we would
make stops and venture into sections of the
rainforest. We went to a market plaza near
the river to negotiate a reasonable price with
a reliable guide named Enri. Mothers with
babies wrapped to their backs peered at us.
An ill German shepherd curiously threw its
snout in the air. He was blind. The scent of fish
loomed from stand to stand. The river was a
source of income for many.
Once our dad hammered out some details, we
were on our way. The Amazon was a different
world with its own rules. We tied our boat and
approached a group of natives, barely clothed,
who wore pieces of fabric and strings of rock
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beads. They asked us to stand in a traditional
dance and painted our faces.
Our next stop was an animal conservatory.
Wooden stilts elevated a pathway that
contained cages of recuperating rainforest
animals. We approached the sloth sanctuary.
At the back of the cage there sat a lightly
brown-spotted sloth facing away from us,
clinging one paw to the wired fencing, as if
contemplative, sad even. I told our river guide
I wanted to hold it. Parrots, anacondas, matamata turtles, and young crocs would receive
our attention next.
As our day was coming to an end, our guide
took us on a detour. He was impressed with
my father’s knowledge of Iquitos history and
animals. “I’m going to take you folks where
the Rio Marañon meets the Amazon River,” he
declared.
What happened next can be described only as
a moment of beautiful clarity.
As our boat approached the meeting of the
rivers, the reddish brown of the Rio Marañon
collided into the greyish brown of the Amazon.
There was no straight line that separated
the continuous flows of each river, rather, a
distinct continuous ripple. The flow of each
river went unimpeded, uninterrupted.
I came on this trip hopeful to make sense of
the deterioration of love between my parents,
a couple that had always been so passionate.
I wanted to understand matrimony’s lonely
offices, and why, at times, love falls short.
The two rivers were symbolic of my parents’
personalities. In that moment, a chaotic
synchronicity evoked a sense of peace for my
family’s future.
I put my hands in both rivers at once and
said a prayer.
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Transforming Academic Programming

In recent years, many new majors and
academic programs have been introduced
at LaGrange College. These new programs
show how LaGrange College is continuously
changing over time not only on the outside,
but also within its walls. One of these
programs is a graduate program in clinical
and mental health counseling. The other is an
undergraduate specialty in teaching English to
speakers of other languages, or TESOL.
The Clinical Mental Health Counseling
graduate program was first established in
2014 The psychology program created the
counseling program for psychology students
to consider should they choose to further their
studies at LaGrange. The understanding and
helping of people is what mainly distinguishes
counseling from graduate research in
psychology.
The program itself is a 60-hour program and it
takes a minimum of two full years to complete.
Classes begin in the fall and from there
students take Jan term, spring, and summer
classes, so it is year-round. According to Dr.
Brenda Callahan, Program Coordinator and
Assistant Professor of Clinical Mental Health
Counseling, “Students can kind of take it at the
speed they need to take it based on [different
circumstances and needs].”

Khalil Manuel
Writer

In fall of 2015, the program officially began
accepting students. A person can practice
clinical mental health counseling with a
master’s degree in addition to becoming
licensed. The clinical part of mental counseling
means that the counselor is working directly
with patients.
The program is entering its third full year.
Some of its graduates will have completed
the program and be on their way to becoming
licensed clinical mental health counselor by
the fall of 2018. According to Grayson West,
a graduate student in the program, students
complete practicum and internships in the
summer to allow them to gain hands-on
experience and get a feel for the profession.
“Counseling is more of how to talk to people
and how to understand what they’re feeling
instead of why they do what they do,” West
adds.
Another new program is Teaching English
to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL).
Currently, TESOL is a minor, but it has been
approved to be a major next fall. According
to Dr. Colby Jones, Assistant Professor of
Education, “The most common thing people
do is actually go overseas and teach English as
a second language.”
Another alternative is working with domestic
students who may not speak English as a
primary language, which helps the teacher
better connect with students on a cultural
level. Dr. Jones says, “A lot of schools don’t
offer TESOL as an undergraduate major.”
The classes offered relating to TESOL include
an introductory class taught by Dr. Colby Jones
himself, and a second class in which students
learn how to assess those learning the English
language. Learning about the history of the
English language and also learning about
different languages as a whole contribute
to a better understanding and being a more
effective teacher.

The Callaway Academic Building
If someone in the program is looking to go
overseas to East Asia, for example, then
learning it would be recommended to take
history courses and language studies in East
Asian culture. “We focus on creating a lot
of social opportunities for learning where
students who are more proficient in the
language [English] can work with students
who are less proficient,” Jones says.
Therefore, more hours in foreign language
are required with the hopes for at least an
intermediate level of foreign language.
According to Dr. Jones, “A lot of teachers
contact us and say, ‘Hey, I’d love to learn more
about my Hispanic students or my Korean
students.’” Not only does TESOL make jobs
easier for teachers of non-English speaking
students, the program may also help teachers
better communicate and understand those they
are interacting with.
Even though both programs were recently
established here at LaGrange College, they
are beginning to expand. The TESOL program
may expand in a multidisciplinary way around
campus. As one of LaGrange College’s few
graduate programs, the clinical mental health
counseling program offers both LaGrange
College graduates and graduates from other
colleges and universities the opportunity to
obtain a Master’s degree. Both programs are
just two of LaGrange College’s many current
and future academic transformations.

Space Rock: A Review of Starset’s Vessels

Few people expect a band’s
sophomore album to be as
good as their first. Fewer

still expect the second to be
even better than the debut.
Vessels by Starset exceeds the

bar set by their first album,

Transmissions. Both are nearly
perfect albums, but the newest

batch of songs gives the one
thing that the first album left
us wanting: more.

Starset’s Vessel Album Cover
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Starset was formed in 2013 by Dustin Bates, the band’s lead singer, along with bassist
Ron DeChant, guitarist Brock Richards, and Adam Gilbert on drums. Bates got the band
together, but he also molded the group into what it has become, taking inspiration from
his love of astronomy. The man has a master ’s degree in engineering, worked with the U.S.
Air Force, and has even taught at the International Space University in Strasbourg, France.
Bates’ history and astronomic passion helped craft the band’s persona as members of the
Starset Society, a futuristic, space-faring organization not unlike a Jedi council spreading a
message against ignorance and slavery.
Their lore is bizarre for sure, but when all of that astronomy mumbo-jumbo hit the rock
scene in 2014, it worked. That summer, people were introduced to “My Demons,” a single
released ahead of Transmissions that let us all know that a stellar new band was on the
horizon.
In early May of this year, I attended the Birmingham show of Starset’s tour to support the
new album. And when Starset puts on a show, they put on a show. Despite the small venue,
lights and smoke were on tap to set the futuristic atmosphere.
DeChant, Richards, and Gilbert walked out onto stage decked out in space suits, and Bates
followed dressed like Doctor Who, tweed jacket and bow tie included. Accompanying the
band members were two other musicians, a violinist and a cellist. The violin and cello
brought the live music to a level that could go blow for blow with the edited, polished
version that you’d hear on the record or on the radio.
The band opened with “Into the Unknown,” one of their new songs about outer space.
DeChant’s bass was not mixed into a recording to hide behind the guitar and drums. It was
loud and clear, and it was laying down the rhythm that was shaking the building. Gilbert
brought an energy to the drums that an iPod and headphones will never capture, and
Richards’ playing had just as much extra personality.
Then, there was the shining star of the show, Dustin Bates. His voice sounds so different
live. The pitch is higher, his singing is more melodic, and the high notes and screams are
more badass.
And the visual experience gave the music greater depth. The lights pulsated to the rhythm
of each song, and the smoke machines bellowed along to the crescendos and high points.
The mob lost its collective mind when the cellist played the intro to the band’s most
popular song, and some girls fought when Bates tossed his bowtie into the crowd.
As awesome as the concert was, the album is also a mind-blowing experience. The magic
of hearing Bates or DeChant live might not be there, but, my God, the songs themselves are
worth talking about for pages and pages.
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Space Rock: A Review of Starset’s Vessels

“Ricochet” may be my favorite track. Maybe.
The lyrics and songwriting are some of
the band’s best, the imagery and tone all
consistent and perfect. I have spent hours
rolling around in this one track alone. The
song opens with dramatic and booming
bass, but it’s not the kind that has four
strings and sounds like a guitar after
puberty. It’s a thrum that accompanies every
modern movie trailer, but here, it’s fresh
and epic, a bassplosion that prepares you to
“[soar] into the unknown.”
Bates sings in stark juxtaposition to the
choppy, booming electronic sounds until
things grow quiet. His voice grows softer
and more pleading until Gilbert breaks
the silence with a drum fill that sounds
like what adrenaline rushes feel like. The
chorus erupts all at once as the vocals
swell to match the drums’ energy, and the
strings compliment the beat. The drum
fills somehow intensify with each chorus,
reaching maximum hype at the bridge where
DeChant’s bass growls with extra energy to
thicken the sound as it leads up to a choppy,
grinding ending. The song’s soft electronic
outro bleeds over seamlessly into the intro
of the next track.
Sometimes, however, that natural and free
flowing art breaks down. “Monster” was
released as a single ahead of album, and
when I first heard the song, it reminded me
too much of “My Demons.” Both are love
songs about a person who is unique because
he or she alone can tame the speaker ’s inner
demons and make all of life’s problems
fade away. Maybe Bates had the same muse
for both songs, but “Monster” feels like a
calculated move to catch the same lightning
in the bottle.

That’s not to say the song isn’t great. It
is. “Monster” might make the best use of
cello out of all the songs on the album,
and it’s catchy on top of being technically
impressive. It’s just that the similarities
between the two flagship singles didn’t
initially sit well.
Now back to gushing for a bit. The band
opened the live show with “Into the
Unknown” for a reason. The strings are on
fire, maybe more so than anywhere else
in the album. The song opens with Bates
on keyboard, then breaks into what may
be the best guitar riff within the Starset
discography, and that gives way to perhaps
the band’s juiciest bass line. Its choppy prechorus is followed by a melodic, shout-along chorus, which is typical of the band but
just refuses to get old.
Then, there’s the bridge.
It starts out with what sounds like garbled
transmissions from a spaceship to Ground
Control: “Houston we have a problem” kind
of stuff. After that, the band treats us to
the mother of all breakdowns, a ramped-up
version of the opening riff, but this time,
Richards and DeChant are both crushing it.
With the guitar and bass coming together to
create one the most personally memorable
moments from the album, the sole complaint
is how quickly it ends.
Transmissions is catchy, fun, powerful,
and technically impressive all at the same
time, and the Vessels delivers in all of
those categories. Far from a lazy cash grab
following the band’s initial success or a
pile of leftover song ideas that weren’t
good enough to make the cut the first time
around, Vessels is a continuation of Starset’s
strange, astronomical band mythos.

Michael Garner
Writer

The Wonders of Intercropping
The First Word

Gabby Buzzell
Writer

INTRODUCTION
BY DR. PATTI MARCHESI:
For the assignment, students had to write
about a sustainability initiative that could
significantly improve the world. They had to
pick one from a host of initiatives described
in Drawdown: The Most Comprehensive
Plan Ever Proposed to Reverse Global
Warming.
Gabby chose to focus on a particular
agricultural method called tree
intercropping. Her article provides a
thoughtful overview of her chosen topic and
its importance in today’s farming practices.
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Intercropping is important to me because I use it.
Our farm in Michigan produces apples, cherries, and alfalfa – which are compatible
together. The purpose of intercropping at our farm is to get the most out of crops
naturally without the use of pesticides. While some people like myself know about
the perils of farming with chemicals, many Americans do not fully understand where
produce comes from. While most people know that produce comes from fields, they do
not know that these fields are horrible for the environment and the crops that grow in
them. American farmers, as well as farmers globally, have adopted an industrial way
of thinking. In America, the fields are composed of monocultures, fields of only one
crop. American farmers use chemicals on their crops to make them last an unnatural
length of time. Although farmers may think industrialized farming is effective, it is not
ecologically beneficent. By repeatedly planting and abusing a single crop over a large
area, farmers take necessary nutrients out of the soil and make productivity plummet
over time. Intercropping, on the other hand, is a natural way of providing crops with
healthy amounts of nutrients and allowing those crops to produce large amounts of
fruits or vegetables for an increasing population. Currently, only a minimal number of
farms use this technique. If farmers collectively adopted the use of intercropping, there
would be significant environmental benefits.
Monocropping is thought to be an easier way to farm and to get big produce and a lot
of it at one time. Farmers can specialize in one crop, such as corn. He can buy machines
to aid in its production and get the most out of his crop without spending more money
on equipment needed for other crops. However, such a technique has many dire
consequences on the environment. When the monocultures take away all the nutrients
in the soil, farmers use harmful chemicals to boost plant growth. These chemicals
can further deplete soil nutrients, leach into underground water, or go into the air to
become pollution (Patterson). Additionally, monocultures demand significant amounts
of natural resources, including water. Unfortunately, it is not a well-known fact that
“when small-scale farmers are confronted with industrial large-scale monocultures
in their area, they are faced with water and other resources shortages” (Carbon Trade
Watch). Monocultures take away from the environment and destroy ecosystems
(Mousavi). When land is used for monocultures, for instance, animals and plants native
to that area are seen as pests and weeds, and are immediately killed (Carbon Trade
Watch). If farmers used a more sustainable agricultural technique such as intercropping,
they would save the environment from toxic chemicals, would use less resources, and
would give populations more quality produce.
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The Wonders of Intercropping

Intercropping has many advantages in that more than one plant can share a
field, nutrients are replenished within the soil, and there is a higher yield. Many
kinds of intercropping exist, including “strip cropping, boundary systems,
shade systems, forest farming, forest gardening, mycoforestry, silvopasture,
and pasture cropping” (Drawdown 59). Intercropping allows for a more natural
way of farming. Instead of using chemicals to aid plant growth, the crops that
are within an intercropped field thrive due to replenished nutrients. Despite
trees taking up space for more crops, the crops flourish with trees. When the
“nitrogen-rich leaves” drop from the trees, the crops below have no need to
compete for essential water and light (Drawdown 59). Consequently, produce
yields are much greater than those of monocultures.
Intercropping is a wonderful technique that more farmers should adopt.
Consumers can help by supporting organic agriculture and family farms.
Eventually, growing consumer demand can force the agriculture industry
to shift its direction and practices. More people need to be aware of how
monocropping is unhealthy for both the earth and humans. Governments should
also step in and help expedite the process of phasing out monocropping. The
US government should subsidize intercropping instead of monocropping, since
intercropping saves the environment from destructive practices, conserves the
earth’s natural resources, and improves soil conditions for future propagations
of crops to thrive on. Intercropping is a much better and less harmful way
to produce a high quantity and great quality of crops. Until farmers cease
dependence on a narrow-minded way of farming and start adopting alternative
ways to farm, they will keep contributing to the large and ever-growing
pollution that plagues our world.
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Coconut trees intercropped with Tagete flowers in India.
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Man With No Face
Dear Man with No Face,

The First Word

You do not know me, but I know you. You are ignorant, cowardly, and dependent on
control, or at least you were twenty-six years ago. This letter will explain who I am,
how you have affected my life, and why I am writing to you. Most importantly I hope it
will help you to see that you have the ability to overcome the flaws that you possess.
Now, I

would like to tell you about the first time that

I

met you .

You were standing in a photograph wearing a black suit with a crisp white collared
shirt and a dark crimson tie. Your pants and coat were nicely tailored, but your
tie looked old and worn out, like your dress shoes. You were tall and slim, almost
overbearingly so. There you were next to my mother, only you were lacking a certain
feature that most people are in possession of—your face.

Miranda Cox
Writer

I was nine years old when I happened upon the box filled with pictures of my mother
and you with your face missing and this was the first picture I reached for. I asked my
mother who you were and why your face was cut out so nicely. She told me it was a
past life and she’d tell me when I’m older.
Nine years later, here I am writing you this letter, knowing what that past life entailed
and exactly what your role in it was.

INTRODUCTION
BY DR. JUSTIN THURMAN:
For this assignment, students were to
read James Baldwin’s “My Dungeon
Shook” and compose a letter to
someone important about a moment
that reshaped them. While many
students wrote letters to themselves,
their future children, parents, or good
friends, Miranda took a different—and
stunning—approach. Furthermore, the
subject of Miranda’s letter is wildly
relevant while the writing is both
heartbreaking and thrilling to read.

I want you to know that your presence in my mother’s life has impacted me greatly,
and I am truly thankful for it. Without you, I would never understand the inner
workings of domestic abuse, both psychological and physical, or what a strong and
inspirational woman my mother is. Indirectly, you have become a teacher of mine. By
making my mother feel weak, you taught me to be strong. By controlling every aspect
of my mother’s world, you taught me to be independent. By deceiving my mother into
believing you were a good man, you taught me to be knowledgeable. You are the reason
I see and want other women to see life as a beautiful and inspiring phenomenon to fight
for; independence, confidence, and education is what will bring the beauty of life back
into our grasps.
As I am sure you are aware, control is the focal point of physical and psychological
abuse. Let me give you an analogy, which is a similarity between two like things so
that a comparison can be made, that is extraordinarily apparent once you look closely
at the need for control. The need is like having a drug addiction: when you do not have
cocaine, or control, you will do anything for it. Drug addicts steal for the drug, while
control addicts abuse for the control. I know that you once had or presently have this
powerful addiction that takes over lives. You deserve your independence from it just
like any offender out in the world. However, only if you want relief from the addiction
can you truly be independent or deserve to be for that matter.
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Man With No Face
Again everyone deserves independence, especially after it has been taken away. Women in situations of
domestic violence have a right to independence, not just from their offender, but also from victim blaming. If
you happen to ever turn on the news or read your newspaper, then you will see that blaming the victim has
become sort of a way of life in America. Women who have been abused are often asked the question,
“Why didn’t you just leave?” These questions have downplayed the true crime that men, like you, sir, have
committed. It terrifies people to see the reality of abuse. They choose to sweep it under the rug and believe that
it is easy to leave someone that has absolute control.
some even choose to believe that abuse does not exist at all .

Domestic abuse has truly been oversimplified throughout history. I’m sure you spend a large amount of your
time on the internet, searching for… specific websites. It should be effortless for you to take a look into this
website, domesticshelters.org. It has a myriad of statistics that show the reality of domestic violence. According
to that website, an estimated 1,300,000 women are victims of physical abuse in the household just in the United
States alone. These women are told everyday that they are ugly, weak, and worthless. These false ideas are all
communicated by one slap to the face or one gun held against the head. The one thing those women need to
hear is that they are beautiful, strong, and priceless. Confidence in who they are is the power they need to get
out of the relationship they are in.
This power can also be achieved through education. Educating women in how to recognize the signs of an
abusive man is vital in the progression of stopping domestic abuse and giving them their power back. You,
I’m sure, can recall the behavior aligned with abuse from twenty-six years ago. Over-criticizing, refusing to
communicate, and never accepting fault are just some of the tell-tale signs. I am sorry to say, there will always
be men like you who crave control in the world, but educating women before they meet these men allows for
the women to be protected by their own knowledge and make the powerful choice to stay away.
I’m sure it is hard for you to understand the reasoning for me to write this letter to you. It is truly very simple; I
want you to fully fathom the reality that the pain you caused my mother only prepared her for the amazing life
she would have later on. As a result of the hell you put her through, she met a man who had gone through his
own hell and created a life together full of beauty. The women in these abusive relationships are strong, stronger
than you and me, and their voices deserve to be heard. You may have been on the side of the offender, but I
forgive you. Through you I learned what it means to be independent, confident, and knowledgeable.
Thank you again for opening my eyes to the beauty of life that every human being is warranted.
Sincerely,
			

A Daughter
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Eleven Paragraphs on Imperfectum
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Lee Johnson’s Eleventh Symphony
1. Lee Johnson is the Fuller E. Callaway
professor of music and the program director
of LaGrange College’s Digital Creative
Media and Film program. He has been a
member of LaGrange College for over thirty
years and his many musical talents are an
influence to many students, faculty, and
musicians.
2. Imperfectum, Johnson's newest
symphony, includes performances from
students and faculty at LaGrange College.
According to Professor Johnson, “I would
like to share my music with an audience
that I hope will get something from it.”
3. Professor Johnson started his career in the
music industry when he was very young. “I
was a musician from an early age,” he said.
“I was very fortunate to have a fantastic
run of very good music teachers as I was
growing up. This made it very possible for
me to advance my interest and see if anyone
else agreed with me, that I should pursue
composition.”
4. Johnson premiered his eleventh
symphony on November 11th. The
first performance was at 11:00 am. The
last one was at 11:00pm. He shared the
symphony eleven times throughout the
day. Only eleven guests could attend
each performance. Professor Johnson’s
rationale? "I wanted to make it a little
more interesting,” he said. “So: November
eleventh with eleven programs.”

“

he is a very good singer.

“

5. Professor Johnson appointed eleven
different colleagues, friends, and students
to introduce each performance of his
eleventh symphony. Coral Douglas, a
Sophomore at LaGrange College, was
the only student selected to introduce
Imperfectum at one of the eleven showings.
According to Douglas, "It is a true wonder
to see those that you deeply respect publish
great works that inspire others to create
something similar. It is such with this work,
the Imperfectum Symphony, that will drive
students like myself to pursue creative
greatness.”
6. Johnson studied composition at Minnesota
State University. He has also worked with
many orchestras and is currently singing in
the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus. "I
have had a really great opportunity to work
with the London Symphony Orchestra at
Abbey Road Studios in London, as well as
the Russian National Orchestra,” he said.
“For me as a composer, the biggest, coolest
things are when you have world-class
musicians playing your music. That's the
mountain top for a composer.”
7. Dr. Mitchell Turner has known Professor
Johnson for fifteen years and is working with
him within the new Digital Creative Media
and Film program at LaGrange College.
According to Dr. Turner, “Lee has always
been on the studio side and been involved
with the audio world, but we have both
been trying to work on changing our music
curriculum and a lot of rethinking of existing
courses.”

8. Not only is Johnson a successful composer,
he also plays a variety of instruments. "I was
in the Army Band for five years as a guitarist
and a percussionist. I play piano, and if
an instrument has strings or keys, I could
probably figure out how to play it."
9. “Lee won't admit to it, but he is a very
good singer,” Dr. Turner said. “That's his
secret."
10. Professor Johnson charged $11 per ticket.
"I have always done free concerts and this
is the very first time I'm charging a ticket
price," Professor Johnson said. All of the
proceeds went back to the school.
11. Imperfectum means “unfinished.”

Ashlyn Offenback
Writer
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One Person With a Change of Heart

New freshmen are reading about poverty in their
Cornerstone classes. Poverty studies is a new
minor. And the Servant Scholars Program works
closely with Circles of Troup County. These are
just a few of the ways LaGrange College is trying
to transform how students and the surrounding
community views poverty.
First off, every incoming student in the fall of
2017 was assigned a book entitled Evicted by
Matthew Desmond. In it, Matthew Desmond
travels to Milwaukee, Wisconsin and meets people from all backgrounds. Desmond also investigates the living conditions of poverty-stricken
families, specifically the housing issues that both
landlords and tenants face.
The classes then participated in a poverty simulation ran by Circles of Troup County. The simulation started with a family of four. Students were
each given a role and were expected to play
along. Some students were parents, some were
grandparents, and others were children. The
simulation was set in intervals and the adults had
to work while the children attended school.
Along with work, the adults also had to pay
bills, apply for assistance, or renew their assistance, and get food on the table for the family.
Circles has conducted this simulation throughout
the county for the past four years. According to
Sherri Brown, the director of Circles, the simulation reached over one thousand participants
by November. Brown says the larger groups for
the simulation are usually 80 people while the
smaller groups are 25.
Students from the Servant Scholars program also
helped with these simulations. Garrett Wallace has worked with Circles for a year and is a
senior and Servant Scholar at LaGrange. Wallace
worked both as banker and utilities person for
two simulations. The point of the simulation was
to open people’s eyes to the struggles of poverty.
Wallace speculates, “I know a lot of freshmen are
like ‘This dumb. This doesn’t really happen.’ But
it does.”

Wallace continues, “There is a misconception that
people just don’t work because they want a free
ride. It’s not easy to sign up for benefits. An overwhelming majority of people in poverty work so
they just can’t get to the places they need to be to
fill out the paperwork.”

Wednesday, the class held a bake sale for the
Servant Scholars soup kitchen, Our Daily Bread.
Martin says they raised about $60 or $70, which
would be enough food for two to three weeks.
Martin says the soup kitchen at most feeds
twenty to fifty people.

Brown and some of the simulation workers
believe they see people change over the course
of the poverty simulations. Brown says, “Sometimes, it can be an immediate ‘ah-ha!’ moment.
Other times, it gets moved to the back of people’s
heads and used later.”

The class chalked up the plaza with statistics
about poverty and held a teach-in, as well. At the
teach-in, different professors came and talked
about poverty. Wallace says, “I learned a lot from
teachers and so did people who walked by.”
Martin hopes that poverty awareness week becomes a tradition for LaGrange College students.
She says, “We see Greek week, International
week and we even celebrate Halloween but we
want to keep Poverty Awareness Week going, as
well.”

Another event was Poverty Awareness week ran
by the students of Professor Lingenfelter’s Intro
to Poverty class. Wallace is one of the students in
Lingenfelter’s class, as well. He says, “It kind of
formed because we were supposed to talk about
poverty to a group outside of class and some
people did not want to do it by themselves. We
decided to do it together.”

Martin believes the events were successful. She
says, “We met our goal for at least one person
who had a change of heart.”

The class scheduled something for each day.
Monday night was a game of Spades where Tyler
Martin, a junior at LaGrange and Servant Scholar,
worked with Brown in teaching students about
poverty. The game started with five different
tables with four chairs and a set of cards. Each
table was given a set of rules that they had to
read over. Once the game started, no one could
talk. The winners of each table moved clockwise
to the next table.
At the end of the game, the group discussed
what happened. Martin revealed that each table
had a different set of rules. According to Martin,
“[The game] represented how people in poverty
don’t understand the rules of the middle class
and when people go below the poverty line they
don’t understand the rules either.”
Tuesday night, the class screened Poverty Inc. a
movie about foreign aid in the industry. Martin
says she had one student come up to her after the
movie and say, “These big companies think they
are helping but they really aren’t.”

Tia Braxton
Writer

